Figure 1: Overview of the investigated artificial neural networks. The images show the estimated albedo values for the task of image decomposition. Top l.t.r: Input image, ground truth information, Corney[1], [1] trained with the MIT dataset[2], our CNN trained on the same images as [1]. Bottom l.t.r: Narihira[3], Zhou[6], Nestemeyer[4], Shi [5] . Note that these results may be further refined in post-processing steps, which we do not include as we only focus on the ANNs output.
: Left: Plot of the brightness values for the Herman grid illusion aligned on one of the in between lines. While the lines of the grid have constant intensity values, humans usually perceive darker spots at the intersections of the lines. The ANN of Corney [1] also shows this behavior, as the estimated brightness values drop at these positions. However, the other tested CNNs do not show this effect. [4] and [6] were trained on the same dataset and both estimate a constant intensity value. Right: Plot of the brightness values for the Mach band illusion with a small line of constant intensity in the center region. Human observers usually see a gradient on this line that has the opposite direction of the background. Again, the artificial neural network of Corney [1] shows a similar behavior to humans, while [4] and [6] do not react to the illusion. In contrast, [3] and [5] perceive a gradient on the line that does not fully align to that of a human observer.
